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We have been developing sputtering tool for MRAM mass production, with simple module configuration and smaller
footprint. It provides stable magnetic Co films and low damage MgO film with RA uniformity of 3.5%. Novel wide temperature
process from −170℃ to 600℃ to fabricate excellent MTJ layers, will also be introduced.

1．Introduction
MRAM (Magnetic Random Access Memory) is expected to be one of the few candidates for next-generation
non-volatile memory that has the potential to deal with increases in leakage current due to the miniaturization of
DRAM (Dynamic Random Access Memory) and reduce
standby power consumption. With a proven track record
of delivering sputtering equipment to universities and research institutions, in 2002, ULVAC released MRAM
equipment that adopted a platform that had been used in
the semiconductor production process for wafer sizes up
to 200 mm. In 2010, ULVAC released sputtering production equipment for MRAM as the "EN-TRON Series,"
which supported ultra-high vacuum processes and had
proven performance in the mass production of semicon-

Figure 1 Example of a perpendicular MTJ stack consisting
of a bottom synthetic Co/Pt reference layer. The free magnetic
moment switches between two states (Parallel and AntiParallel).

ductors for wafer sizes up to 300 mm. Currently, while
working to further adapt it to mass production technologies, ULVAC is developing unique technologies and continuing technical development to prepare the equipment
for use in future MRAM mass production.

free layer is reversed with a polarized spin current, has

This paper introduces the equipment conﬁguration spe-

been studied and is expected to reduce the power con-

cially designed for MRAM and the technical challenges

sumption needed for writes through miniaturization.

that have to be tackled as an equipment manufacturer.

In the MRAM equipment market, the following charac-

In general, MRAM devices are constructed to have a

teristics are required of laminated ﬁlms deposited by sput-

tunnel barrier layer made of magnesium oxide between

tering production equipment:

functional layers made of a magnetic material called MTJ

(1) High output (high resistance change ratio (MR ra-

(Magnetoresistive Tunnel Junction) and they work by

tio))

changing the magnetic moment directions of the magneti-

(2) Long-term data retention durability (dependent on
magnetic characteristics)

cally anisotropic upper and lower layers so that they are
parallel or antiparallel to increase and decrease the resis-

(3) Heat resistance in the back-end processes ( ≥ 400℃)

tance and serve as a memory device. Figure 1 shows the

(4) Low power consumption writes (dependent on the
material and ﬁlm thickness of the recording layer)

ﬁlm construction optimized by ULVAC based on a report
1)

by a research group of Tohoku University . So far, the

In particular, (1) and (2) are the key issues to tackle for

electric and magnetic characteristics shown in Figure 2

production equipment, and it is important to make the nu-

have been conﬁrmed. The ﬁlm has a bottom pin construc-

meric values and ﬁlm quality as ideal as possible.

tion in which the device resistance changes to high or low
when the free layer reverses. Currently, to write memory,
the STT (Spin Transfer Torque) technique2), by which the
8

Co and Pt ﬁlms with a thickness of 1 nm or less stacked
with multiple periods by using perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. With the conventional method, when the Co and
Pt layers were stacked, the deposition time and non-deposition time occurred intermittently. To reduce the process
time, the non-deposition time was omitted so that continuous discharge occurred, thereby reducing the time by approximately 70％. In addition, we were able to slightly reduce the change ratio of the anisotropy magnetic field.
Table 1 shows the magnetic characteristics and improvement ratios for different conditions (A to D). The difference in the deposition pressure between Co and Pt with
condition D was made smaller than that with condition A
of the conventional process and in addition, the movement
of the cathode shielding plate with condition D was restricted.
2.2

Life extension of Co targets

Magnetic materials are essential for MRAM. A problem
to tackle for mass production is that, for the cathode with
magnetron sputtering, it is extremely difficult to extend
the target life while maintaining discharge at a low voltage.
The current cathode mechanism was reviewed to identify problems. By solving these problems, the life was increased by about ﬁve times. Table 2 shows a summary of

Figure 2 (a) Magnetoresistivity Property of Perpendicular
magnetized MTJ consisting of bottom pin str ucture. (b)
Example of VSM property and Schematic diagram of magnetic
moment (FL : Free Layer, RL : Reference Layer, HL : Hard
Layer).

the problems identified and measures taken to solve
Table 2

Isuue list to improve Co target life.

2．Improvement of the performance of mass production equipment specially designed for MRAM
2.1 T
 hroughput improvement of artificial lattice Co/Pt
multilayer film with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
As shown in Figure 1, the ﬁlm is made up of ultra-thin
Table 1

Process Time and Magnetic Properties of several conditions A, B, C, D.
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the deposition rate and speciﬁc resistance are stable.
2.3

Reduction of damage to MgO by RF sputtering

It is known that when an oxide target is directly RF
sputtered, oxygen ions collide with the substrate and damage it, resulting in characteristic deterioration or distribution deterioration on a large-diameter subsrate2). Working
with a university, ULVAC learned how to identify damage
sources and assess its impact3). It was found that the damage causes the RA (resistance-area product) value, which
represents the standardized MTJ device resistance, to increase drastically. Through further optimization, a mechanism was successfully developed that provides improved

Figure 3 Per for mance Stability of Co material with
Magnetron Sputtering Cathode.

distribution on a large-diameter substrate with the resistance change ratio maintained. Figure 4 shows the result
of measurement of the in-plane distribution of the RA value on a 300-mm substrate at 13 points each in the X-axis
direction and Y-axis direction. The RA value was measured using the CIPT (Current In-Plane Tunneling) method6). The results indicate that the RA value distribution
had achieved 1σ : 3.5％. Regardless of whether or not any
impact is caused by the damage, if a ﬁlm thickness distribution of 1σ : 0.5％ or less is not achieved, it is difﬁcult to
achieve the above RA value distribution. This is the result
obtained from detailed studies to ﬁnd out the optimal layout of the mechanism.
Various approaches were attempted to achieve the
above high output (Table 3). The plasma control technology is under development based on the knowledge that,

Figure 4 Uniformity of the RA at 300 mm wafer after several
cathode arrangements optimized.

not only can it reduce damage, but it may also help improve the characteristics. A certain effect has been confirmed by improving the cathode configuration so that

them. Figure 3 shows the performance stability until the

sputtering particles can reach the substrate with high mo-

target reaches the end of its life. The figure shows that

bility maintained. It is also important to reduce impurities

Table 3

Key Technology for High MR Ratio at Low RA.
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Table 4 Comarison of Process time and Configuration of
Annealing system.

in the MgO layer; therefore, some consideration is required for the vacuum performance and gas purity in the
deposition chamber.
2.4

Heating mechanism for improving the crystallinity
in the MgO layer

In laminated ﬁlm formation, crystallization may be further accelerated by formation of the under-layer, temperature control during deposition, and heating control after
deposition. The following introduces ULVAC's attempts at
temperature control technology.
As the ﬁrst attempt, we will introduce is heating treatment after MgO deposition. In order to achieve a high resistance change ratio, accelerating crystal growth by heating treatment is considered to be ef fective 5) . It is
presumed that heating treatment provides high polarizability with improved crystal orientation, thereby making
it possible to achieve a high resistance change ratio. To
simply improve the crystallinity in the MgO layer, accelerating cr ystallization with heat treatment with a higher
temperature is easy. However, when heat treatment is ap-

Figure 5

plied, it should not be forgotten that the characteristics of
the previously formed under-layer need to be maintained.

Cooling effect for General Metal materials.

son is shown in Table 4.

In addition, short process times are required for mass
2.5

production. Therefore, ULVAC identified the processes

Ultra-low temperature cooling stage mechanism

using the conventional heating mechanism whose process

The next attempt to be introduced is on the effects of

times had the potential to be shortened and optimized

the cooling deposition technology. ULVAC has so far of-

them. As a result, it was found that the total process time

fered a mechanism to cool the stage to −30℃ or so. Be-

could be shor tened by changing the heat conduction

cause lower temperatures are required today, ULVAC has

method, and adjusting the heating time and temperature

been attempting to cool the stage with a cooler that has a

retention time. As speciﬁc measures, the suction/release

G-M (Gifford-McMahon) cycle and then cool the sub-

time was shortened by omitting the electrostatic chuck

strate with a gas transfer or electrostatic chuck mecha-

mechanism and, in addition to the stage, a lamp was used

nism. With this method, the stage can be cooled to −170

for heating to prevent the heating time from becoming

℃ or so. The cooled substrate is transferred to the deposi-

longer. In addition, although it took a long time to reach

tion chamber and deposition is performed on the cooled

the optimal value of each characteristic with the conven-

substrate, by which a great effect of this modiﬁcation has

tional maximum reachable temperature, that time was

been conﬁrmed. With common metals, a noticeable state

able to be shortened by heating with a higher tempera-

change is that the surface roughness is decreased (Figure

ture. This reduced the process time by 62％. A compari-

5). This phenomenon probably occurs because when sput11

Figure 6

Figure 7 Reliable Emerging PVD Tool ENTRON EX W300
for STT-MRAM.

Cooling effect for MTJ stacks.

tering particles are deposited, they lose their ability to ag-

changed flexibly according to the film configuration de-

gregate and crystallization is slowed down, thereby pre-

sired by each customer.) For example, the equipment

venting surface roughness deterioration.

consists mainly of seven deposition chambers, a natural

An improvement ef fect was confirmed with MTJ as

oxidation film removal chamber (or a surface modifica-

well. Figure 6 shows the improvement effect obtained

tion chamber), a heating chamber, an ultra-low tempera-

when cooling deposition was performed for the magnetic

ture cooling chamber, and a load lock chamber that can

layer FeB on the MgO layer. It was conﬁrmed that the RA

perform degassing.

value decreased and at the same time, the resistance

In each chamber, the temperature of the deposited sub-

change ratio increased by 12％. No clear cause has been

strate is controlled so that the process conditions most

identiﬁed, but it is presumed that the improvement of the

suitable for achieving the desired ﬁlm characteristics can

surface roughness, or the decrease in the resistance in

be developed. The controllable temperature range is from

the interface between MgO and FeB has caused the ap-

−170℃ to 600℃, and various processes can be per-

parent resistance change ratio to increase.

formed successively without contamination due to exposure to the atmosphere, which is one of the most remark-

3．Equipment configuration

able features of this MRAM production equipment.

4．Conclusion

As shown in Figure 1, the equipment conﬁguration for
MRAM must be such that a continuous, ultra-thin ﬁlm can
be deposited. In addition, as previously mentioned, achiev-

This equipment was developed based on the "ENTRON

ing high characteristics requires maintaining high

Series," which has proven performance in semiconductor

smoothness of the boundary between layers. At the same

lines and has been providing the speciﬁcations required

time, because magnetic and oxide films are sensitive to

by customers for MRAM processes. Because this equip-

contamination by particles and water in the air, an ultra-

ment employs more compact, simpler mechanisms than

high vacuum is required in the transfer chamber. The

competitors' equipment, it has extremely excellent main-

production equipment is required to meet these condi-

tainability.
This paper did not introduce all the MTJ production

tions and, at the same time, have improved mass produc-

processes, and in addition to the processes introduced in

tivity.
The number of substrates that can be treated per hour

this paper, we are aiming not only to improve the mass

depends not on the transfer speed, but on the process

production equipment performance, such as extending

time of each chamber. In order to achieve the current tar-

the maintenance cycle and improving the target use efﬁ-

get value of 20 substrates per hour, the time needed for

ciency, but also to develop more advanced etching and RF

each formation and treatment, including transfer time,

sputtering technologies. By incorporating cutting-edge

must be 180 seconds or less. Figure 7 shows a photo of

technologies into existing sputtering technologies, we are

the equipment. (The process configuration can be

working hard on development with the aim of contribut12
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ing to developing higher-performance devices.
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